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ABSTRACT 
With sporting and occupational injuries on the rise as per recent ACC            
statistics, the question arises: is our architecture working with us in           
best preventing and recovering from physical injury? Alternatively, is         
it acting as an unresponsive shell for the programmes that do? Just as             
developments are made through the equipment to better human         
health and therapy, why can't the architecture that houses them do the            
same?  
 
There is a wealth of knowledge that surrounds the health sector on            
prescribed methods and procedures of therapy involved in recovery         
from injury, as well as the modern benefits that come from the            
recruitment of specifically designed equipment. These processes and        
equipment act with the user as the focus often in a singular sense. This              
focus on the human scale to architecture as an ergonomic tool holds            
similarity with the beliefs of the Greco-Roman era and the          
reformulation during the Renaissance period. Writers and architects        
have always explored various ways in which the proportions of the           
human body could be applied to architecture. The fundamentals of          
Greco-Roman architecture are drawn initially from divine proportion        
systems, and then applied to fit the required programme. Architects          
such as Palladio and Vitruvius demonstrate examples of these systems          
being applied. Palladio took the proportions and consistently        
implemented them as design principles in a Platonist approach for          
perfection and beauty. The attention to detail and high technical          
accuracy regarding his proportion systems held similarity to the         
Platonist view in that the more closely the prototype, in this case, the             
building could resemble the universal which are the proportional         
relationships, the better it is. A sense of beauty is seen in divine             
proportions with the architecture acting as a conduit between the          

proportions and the user. Despite research in the field of physical           
rehabilitation and the use of ergonomic systems sympathetically in         
architecture, the research with a focus toward architecture for         
physical rehabilitation particularly that of the human gait cycle has          
remained shallow. 
  
This research project is an exploration and reimagining of the urban           
landscape in which we practice and preach therapeutic processes. The          
architectural solution will embody primordial proportions made       
contemporary by modern metrics of the human scale. These two          
systems will then work in tandem with the therapeutic exercises for           
gait rehabilitation. "Une maison est une machine-à-habiter" famously        1

written phrase by Le Corbusier in his book Toward a New Architecture            
translated to “a house is a machine for living”. Simply put, it is the              
stripping back of the unnecessary and focusing on the function of the            
building. This architectural intervention will be a machine for healing          
contextualized as a therapy center. The center although oriented         
toward the rehabilitation of the human gait cycle is envisioned to act            
as prehabilitation and an interactive wellbeing facility. Several        
research avenues served as tools in themselves to aid in forming this            
architectural intervention. The critical tools used are the Euclidean         
section widely referred to as the golden section, contemporary metrics          
of human proportion and therapeutic practices of gait rehabilitation/         
movement. It is through the overlapping of these threads that this           
exploration has endeavored to define an interactive, challenging yet,         
constructive environment for all to benefit from and improve upon          

1Kurt Kohlstedt, "Machines for Living In: Le Corbusier's Pivotal "Five Points of 
Architecture"," 99% Invisible, , accessed October 10, 2018, 
https://99percentinvisible.org/article/machines-living-le-cobusiers-pivotal-five-poin
ts-architecture/. 
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oneself. Circulation, structure and spatial division have been crucial         
architectural tools in showcasing the possibilities and benefits of such          
a system. Somewhat more importantly the architecture has        
transformed from the holder of programmes to a programme in and of            
itself. 
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1.0          INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1| Background  
Starting from a philosophical standpoint, Aristotle defined beauty in         
the classical sense as the relationships of proportion and arrangement          
or order.2 Greco-Roman ideology shares this perception of beauty         
which Aristotle reiterates his support on in his treatise Metaphysics.          2

Similarly, in Timaeus by Plato, the idea of balance between body and            
mind is examined. With recovery from a bodily injury often requiring           3

both physical and mental rehabilitation, the balance between becomes         
essential. This design responds to these needs with a physically          
interactive design and implemented criteria from research on        
mentally comfortable environments. Architecture can and has       
provided beauty as well as function through proportion design in the           
general sense, what distinguishes this project is the application.         
Proportion both at spatial programming scale and human scale has          
been utilized to go beyond just the standard function of a           
rehabilitation space, but to become part of the healing process itself.           
Plato states that without proportion beauty cannot exist.3 How then do           
these statements apply to a rehabilitation environment? The center of          
this design was to use proportions to create a functional and           
aesthetically pleasing design. This approach is similar in theory to the           
philosophical and architectural views that came out of the Hellenistic,          

2 Crispin Sartwell, "Beauty," Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, October 05, 2016, , 
accessed October 04, 2018, https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/beauty/. 
3 Donald Zeyl and Barbara Sattler, "Plato's Timaeus," Stanford Encyclopedia of 
Philosophy, December 18, 2017, , accessed October 04, 2018, 
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/plato-timaeus/. 

Roman and Renaissance periods all of which stand as epochs of           4

arguably successful architecture. This intervention acts within the        
health sector focusing on gait rehabilitation or prehabilitation as an          
exploration of architectural design towards a more constructive and         
active environment. The approach to this design has been segmented          
into three main areas of exploration including: 
 
Architectural proportion systems. 
Human ergonomics/contemporary metrics. 
Rehabilitation/ therapy practices. 
 
Analyzing the influence of these design drivers is directly related to           
their scale and form of application within the design. The Architectural           
proportion system namely the golden section was used to inform the           
overall fabric and circulation of the building/s and their space/s.          
Human ergonomics which were predominantly drawn from the metric         
handbook then connects the spatial composition back to the user. The           
third driver then integrated these architectural systems into a form          
that runs parallel with therapy processes for human gait cycle          
rehabilitation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4 Human Proportions in Architecture Essay, University of Arkansas, Artscolumbia, 
August 23, 2017, , accessed October 04, 2018, 
https://artscolumbia.org/applied-arts/architecture/human-proportions-in-architect
ure-5842/. 
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1.2| Project Outline 
This project is a therapy center with a particular focus on gait            
rehabilitation. It is proposed to be located at the northeastern end of            
the Auckland University of Technology (AUT) campus in the         
Northshore region (fig..4). It provides for three main categorizations         
of users including therapy patients, practitioners, and students. (fig.1)         
The reasoning for this combination of users is due to the educational            
benefits of allowing students to work closely in the practical field in            
which they intend to pursue. The design itself acts as a conduit            5

between the surrounding amenities including the Akoranga bus        
station, AUT campus and the arterial road Akoranga Drive. (fig.5) It           
encourages circulation both through the building but also the         
landscaped pathway as people travel from one amenity to the next.           
However, the primary intent is to facilitate the rehabilitation process          
for gait afflictions and provide a more responsive or machine-like          
architecture that serves the user 

.  
Above Left: Key User for Rehabilitation Facility/ fig. 1 

Upper Right: Locality Map of AUT Northshore Campus/ fig. 2 

Middle Right: AUT Northshore Campus - Akoranga Drive/ fig. 3 

5 Artem Cheprasov, "Organizational Learning Theory: Definition & Levels," Study.com, 
, accessed October 2018, 
https://study.com/academy/lesson/organizational-learning-theory-definition-levels.
html. 

Bottom Right: Proposed Rehabilitation Center on Site/ fig. 4 

Following Page: Proposed Rehabilitation Center on Site/ fig. 5 
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1.3| Aims/ Objectives  
The intention for this rehabilitation center is to meet the demand for            
increasing ACC claims of lower body sporting and occupational         
injuries, as well as promoting exercise, simple movement and overall          
well being as part of all user’s healthy day to day routine. It took the               
standard therapy facility was taken and reimagined as a working piece           
of equipment utilizing ergonomic design principles and proportion        
systems of various scales [section 1.1]. It both actively engages in the            
process of therapy for the patients as well as integrates itself into the             
existing circulatory system of the site to enable the well bodied and            
able to make use of it as well. The design works as an appendage to a                
tertiary institute with the subsequent aim to offer students the          
opportunity for on the job training toward their area of study. Shared            
residential quarters and shared access were designed to encourage         
interaction between the three users, students, patients, and        
practitioners. (fig.1) The prioritization of the above is as follows: 
- An interactive machine like architecture for gait rehabilitation. 
- Connect to existing circulation paths for everyone. (fig.3) 
- Provide an in context learning environment for the students of the            
industry.  
 
 
1.4| Research Question  
How a proportion based design process applied at different scales          
could offer an architectural solution to aid in both the pedagogical and            
practicing systems of a gait rehabilitation center, as well as act as a             
challenging, constructive and active architectural tool for those with         
gait cycle afflictions.  
 
 

1.5| Scope and Limitations  
The vital components to this study can be broken down into several            
segments and their subtopics. It is contextualized as a rehabilitation          
center as the central programme of the intervention. The         
rehabilitation center provides the necessities to focus primarily on         
gait cycle therapy for patients as well as acting as an extension of a              
learning environment on the topic for students. The secondary or          
subsequent focus is providing a public thoroughfare that benefits         
everyday users of the design. The tools used to achieve these goals            
revolve heavily around human ergonomics and greater proportion        
systems both past and present. The proportion systems include the          
Euclidean section (golden section), Le Corbusier's use of the modular          
man, Ernst Neufert’s human metrics and the Metric Handbook:         
Planning and Design Data. As a complete design, the architecture          
applies to two main sectors, health, and academia using precedents of           
a similar nature as guides.  
 
What the design is not intended to be is an improvement on current             
learning and teaching environments but rather the implementation of         
a practical approach already in practice. It is not designed to fit            
current New Zealand regulations by any means. It also does not           
misrepresent itself as the new solely prescribed method for gait          
rehabilitation. It does, however, demonstrate the overlap of the above          
and the potential benefits of a harmonious or symbiotic relationship          
between, architecture, physical therapy, and a learning environment        
that can serve the intended users while also acting as a public amenity.  
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1.6| State of Knowledge in the Field  
1.7| Theorists 
 
- Healing Architecture/  Bryan R. Lawson - September 2010 

 

Lawson begins this paper with an outline of the standard practice for            
architectural design of the public health sector. He is quick to mention            
the shortcomings and restrictions of this current system which he          
categorizes as " most design guidance has tended to concentrate on           
compliance with minimum standards." He also goes on to mention          6

this approach looks predominantly from the staff and treatment         
perspective with neglect for the patient experiential perspective. The         
paper has the intent to bring an alternative method to the forefront            
and aims to encourage the use of this system over its predecessor. The             
research evidence-based design approach suggests a more       
patient-focused design methodology and endeavors to "drive up        
quality in relation to the evidence"6 while maintaining a creative and           
imaginative way of meeting demands through design. The entirety of          
this research project scheme is to have a symbiotic relation between           
user and architectural rehabilitative tools. 
 
- Healing Spaces: Elements of environmental design that make an          
impact on health / Mark Schweitzer - 2004 

 

Mark Schweitzer explores three significant topics within this paper         
including: 
1- How the design of an environment can influence behaviors, actions           
and also interactions. 

6 Bryan Lawson, "Healing Architecture," Arts & Health 2, no. 2 (September 2010): , 
doi:10.1080/17533010903488517. 

2- Precedents of several approaches that have impacted health         
environments/ settings. 
3- A review of elements of space shown to be inherently healing. 
As has been congruent with many other sources, Schweitzer identifies          
several issues with the current state of commonly practiced healthcare          
facilities. Most commonly being that of an approach that neglects or           
diminishes the priority of patient experience.Components such as        
environmental sensory impacts on patients and staff. As well as          
improving staff and patient interaction through decentralizing the        
nursing/staff station. Which has also been suggested to improve         
patient’s sense of involvement and control over their treatment         
process. 
Schweitzer summarizes each issue with potential solutions based on         
his findings, concluding the paper with the recognition not dissimilar          
from the findings of this particular research project. Stating this is still            
a narrow field of exploration. "Much of the data informing these efforts            
are anecdotal or under-researched. Opportunities exist to make        
meaningful contributions to this area that will make significant         
impacts on the health outcomes of human beings."  7

 
- Rule-based real-time motion assessment for rehabilitation exercises  
 / Wenbing Zhao, Roanna Lun, Deborah D. Espy, M. Ann Reinthal  
- December 2014 

The employment of precision technology in many industries is         
becoming more common, and therefore it was essential to consider          
the applications available for this research and the impact that it had            
on this design process. This resource outlines one method (relative to           

7 Marc Schweitzer, Laura Gilpin, and Susan Frampton, "Healing Spaces: Elements of 
Environmental Design That Make an Impact on Health," The Journal of Alternative and 
Complementary Medicine 10, no. 1 (2004): , doi:10.1089/1075553042245953. 
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others) which offers real-time monitoring of rehabilitation exercises        
and describes critical indicators for the exercises to be successful.          
Despite the orientation for the paper toward coding and the          
methodology for assessing therapy exercises, the angles and other         
criteria for the lower body movements during the prescribed exercises          
offered fundamentals which aided in informing the tools within the          
architecture of this intervention. Namely stairs, ramps, thresholds and         
other circulatory components. 
1.8| Practitioners 
Le Corbusier - Villa La Roche (1925)/ Villa Savoye (1929)/ Unite d'            
Habitation (1952) 
 
As a practitioner of architecture, the works mentioned above by Le           
Corbusier are strongly linked to his views on the human scale and            
proportion. With Villa Savoye interpreted by Andrew Kroll as         
"translated into the design of a human-scaled assembly line" as well as            
extending beyond this into its own identity of innovation. All in           8

keeping with the previously mentioned phrase "The house is a          
machine for living." Following on from the sense of order and           9

arrangement implied by an assembly line is the Villa La Roche which            
accommodates a dichotomy of programme connected by an        
orchestrated multi-level pathway. "Precisely placed wall openings,       
stairs, ramps, and balconies divide the space into three-dimensional         
grid-like layers." The Unite d' Habitation then takes the concepts          10

8 Andrew Kroll, "AD Classics: Villa Savoye / Le Corbusier," ArchDaily, October 27, 
2010, , accessed October 04, 2018, 
https://www.archdaily.com/84524/ad-classics-villa-savoye-le-corbusier. 
9 Francoise Choay, Le Corbusier, , s.v. "Le Corbusier - Swiss Architect." 
10 Sarah Edwards, "AD Classics: Villa Roche / Le Corbusier," ArchDaily, August 01, 
2011, , accessed October 04, 2018, 
https://www.archdaily.com/151365/ad-classics-villa-roche-le-corbusier. 

shown in the villas and integrates them within a much larger scale            
intervention. With the organization of space and unique use of Le           
Corbusier's proportion systems the large somewhat self-sufficient       
residential complex has been an " example for public housing across           
the world; however, no venture has been as successful as the Unite            
d’Habitation simply because the Modular proportions that Corbusier        
established during the project." With the use of the modulor as a            11

precedent in this exploration it is important to see the resultant           
architecture. Despite the non- medical programme, the focus given to          
human proportion and circulation is applicable.  

 

 

11 Andrew Kroll, "AD Classics: Unite D' Habitation / Le Corbusier," ArchDaily, 
November 05, 2010, , accessed October 04, 2018, 
https://www.archdaily.com/85971/ad-classics-unite-d-habitation-le-corbusier. 
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Previous Upper  Right: Villa Savoye 3D/ fig. 6 

Previous Bottom Right: Villa Savoye Section/ fig. 7 

Upper Left:  La Roche 3D/ fig. 8 

Bottom Left: La Roche floor plan/ fig. 9 

Upper Right: Unité d’Habitation 3D / fig. 10 

Bottom Right: Unité d’Habitation Section/ fig. 11 
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- 3XN Architects - Orestad College/ Mälardalen University - 
 
In the 3XN projects illustrated in fig.12 & fig.13, circulation and human            
occupation is an active feature through their designs. Working in both           
horizontal and vertical axes as quasi-sculptures while also serving as          
functional elements. A vital aspect of their design process for the           
Mälardalen University was ensuring a cohesive connection to the         
neighboring bathhouse. (fig.14) The cohesion was created by applying         
similar proportions from the bathhouse into the spaces and facade of           
the University. It is this form of connection with both context and            12

internal programming that informed a successful design both        
aesthetically but also as functional architecture. The use of         
proportions and circulation to bridge floor levels smoothly and openly          
was a focus for this development also. Orestad College was more a            
focus of spatial variety and catering for the differing needs of a diverse             
set of users. 3XN intended to allow for the students to have agency             
over their education by implementing "a more dynamic and lifelike          
study environment." The programme displays an open scheme with         13

the availability of choice left to the user. The continuity in design            
scheme comes from the connecting circulatory paths tying the nodal          
hubs together. The concept of nodes, although in a less frequent           
arrangement has been implemented into the design. Most notably at          
the entry to add emphasis to that area. 
 

Upper Right: Mälardalen University - Feature Circulation/ fig. 12 

Middle Right: Orestad College Node & Circulation/ fig. 13 

Bottom Right:  Mälardalen University Bathhouse/ fig. 14 

123XN Architects, "Mälardalen University," 3xn.com, , accessed October 04, 2018, 
https://3xn.com/project/malerdalen-university. 
13 3XN Architects and Søren Jensen, "Ørestad College," 3xn.com, , accessed October 04, 
2018, https://3xn.com/project/orestad-college. 
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1.9| Methods  
The methodology of this research exploration could not be more          
concisely summed up than to say that it was iterative. The research            
and design processes of the project developed progressively together.         
However, they took slightly separate paths. The research followed         
three main topics inclusive of, primordial proportions such as the          
golden/euclidean section and fibonacci, contemporary proportions      
from the metric handbook, modulor and Ernst Neufert’s metrics, and          
the relevant rehabilitation/ therapeutic practices. Where as design        
progression began at a spatial composition stage, progressing onto         
circulation tools and then combining these components into a scheme.          
With the addition of the research findings and site conditions, four           
succinct design iterations were the result. The iterations are         
summarised as follows: 

- Iteration One explored stairs as the focal point of the architecture;  
- Iteration Two explored rectilinear connections and circulation       

through the surrounding site context and permeating the design         
intervention;  

- Iteration Three explored delineation in favor of a more nodal          
scheme, and  

- Iteration four saw the return of the linear scheme and the           
finalization of circulatory pathways. 

The research conducted was on both theory and practical exemplars          
with analytical judgments made and notes taken for each source. Vital           
points or qualities were extracted and explored through design         
iterations, predominantly drawn or digitally modeled. The resultant        
design components were then synthesized into a single concept. The          
end of each section was met with a presentation and critique to follow             
which aided in critical reflection leading into the next sequence of           
design iteration. 
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2.0| Antecedent Investigation  
 
The initial gathering of information started within philosophical        
theories relating to the formalism via a vis romanticism argument.          
then following the formalistic ideology through the art world and          
eventually its influence in architecture. Aristotle (384-322 b.c.) and         
Roman Jakobson (1896-1982) represent the more literary aspect of         
formalism and its presence within poetics and philosophy. The initial          
view is an object's form is seen to be firmly connected to its perception              
as beautiful, a topic which many theoreticians past and present have           
explored. Aristotle has offered an interpretation of beauty within his          
treatise Poetics as well as Metaphysics. Within Poetics Aristotle         
presents a formalistic view towards this topic is shown, following this           
he offers more contextualized criterion for this beauty as form in the            
treatise metaphysics. Aristotle says in poetics that “to be beautiful, a           
living creature, and every whole made up of parts, must … present a             
certain order in its arrangement of parts” and in the Metaphysics           14

“The chief forms of beauty are order and symmetry and definiteness,           
which the mathematical sciences demonstrate in a special degree.”10.         
The connection of this ideology to the rehabilitation center comes          
through the need for hierarchy amongst the three main components.          
(fig.15) Main circulation corridor, internal programme, external       
facade. Understanding their relationship to each other is the first          
introduction of the proportion into the design, as well as being a            
chance for beauty to show in the design as per Aristotle’s idiom. 
 
Upper Right: Site Plan Hierarchy/ fig. 15 

14  Crispin Sartwell, "Beauty," Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, October 05, 2016, , 
accessed October 04, 2018, https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/beauty/. 

 
Roman Jakobson identified languages as relational systems observing         

literary structural systems separate from the cultural, geographical        
and historical influence which could very much be viewed as a           
formalistic approach. In essence, a removal of imbued meaning or          15

influencing narratives in order to assess the components that make up           
the whole in an objective manner. “Structuralists lead to believe that           
meaning could be treated like any other phenomena, as the expression           
of large universal principles that could be described in explicit, formal           
ways.” Structuralism being an extension of formalism. The        16

similarities between Aristotle’s and Jakobson’s view is the high-level         
objectivity in applying a scientific/systematic approach in order to         
identify fundamentals in what are creative areas of literary work.          
Areas in which expression of emotion and narrative are often the           
major role in its reception. This stance allowed for a greater           
understanding of what systems were involved as well as how they           

15 New World Encyclopedia Contributors, New World Encyclopedia, , s.v. "Roman 
Jakobson." 
16 New World Encyclopedia Contributors, New World Encyclopedia, , s.v. "Roman 
Jakobson." 
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function. Stripping back the rehabilitation center to its raw function          
shas lead to the segmentation mentioned previously where        
circulation, programme layout and facade are identified as key         
architectural aspects to the intervention. Jakobson states "Poetics        
deals with problems of verbal structure, just as the analysis of painting            
is concerned with pictorial structure.”.12 After studying precedents of         
both theorists, the research progressed onto formalism's prevalence        
through the likes of Jackson Pollock (1912-1956), Josef Albers         
(1888-1976) both art practitioners and Alois Riegl (1858-1905) as an          
art historian and critic. All of whom demonstrate formalism in the           
field of art. Pollock although viewed as abstract expressionism and          
action painting receives recognition for the formalistic qualities of his          
work. As Dr. Betty Ann Brown states formalism is focusing on qualities            
such as shape, color, texture, line, the visual components with the           
exclusion of content, historical, political and psychological context of         
the artist. With Alois Riegl sharing a similar view as well as Albers’             17

work in the intent to observe the optical response. All artists are            
highlighting the exploration of fundamental systematic and       
structurally focused art - formalism.  

 

17 DR. Betty Ann Brown, "What Is Formalism?" (speech, Online Speech). 

Outside Left: Jackson Pollock Áctioning Painting’/ fig. 16 
Inside Left: Josef Albers`Homage to the Square’/ fig. 17 
 
Architecture historically has drawn from literary and artistic work and          
thus has also demonstrated formalism. E. Stewart Williams' and         
Edward Durrell Stone's architecture now brings this concept into the          
appropriate scope for this research project.  
The Department of Archaeology and Historic Preservation outlines        
new formalism (Neo Palladianism) an architectural movement during        
the 1950s-70s as buildings that have a carefully organized hierarchy          
of space, and where the structural grid is emphasized within the           
building. A single volume structure is most common, and a degree of            
separation from nature is implemented with the setting of the building           
on a raised podium or base. Many have an exotic flavor and exterior             
wall surfaces of cast stone, brick, and marble. E. Stewart Williams           18

(1909-2005) and Edward Durell Stone (1902-1978) are both        
practitioners of the ‘New Formalism’ movement. With buildings such         
as the Coachella Valley savings & loan building (fig.19) and the           
Wilshire Colonnade. (fig.18) Illustrating a classical resemblance which        
as an era of architecture was celebrated due to its order and use of              
structural grids as well. Throughout researching into formalism,        1920

several patterns began to emerge. The previous appreciation for         
formalist architecture became not so much about its entirety but more           

18 Dahp, "New Formalism," Washington State Department of Archaeology & Historic 
Preservation (DAHP), , accessed October 04, 2018, 
https://dahp.wa.gov/historic-preservation/historic-buildings/architectural-style-gui
de/new-formalism. 
19 LA Conservancy, "Los Angeles Conservancy," The Forum | Los Angeles Conservancy, 
, accessed October 04, 2018, 
https://www.laconservancy.org/locations/wilshire-colonnade 
20 Eleanor Gibson, "Tapered Colonnade Fronts Coachella Valley Savings and Loan Bank 
by E Stewart Williams," February 20, 2018. 
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the importance of its proportions. The concept of proportion systems          
had been prevalent within all the research at this stage with the            
correlation of classical architectural elements found in the formalist         
movement. As well as the rational judgment of an object's intrinsic           
aesthetic qualities. It was then a small adjustment of focus to look into             
the primordial or divine proportion systems that have influenced         
architecture for centuries. Most namely of that was the Euclidean          
section which also had a firm connection with the Fibonacci sequence. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
             Upper Left: Wilshire Colonnade - Edward Durell Stone/ fig. 18 

Bottom Left: Coachella Valley Savings & Loan Bank - E. Stewart Williams/ fig. 19 
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3.0| Ancient Proportion System/s 
3.1| Overview 
The review of this literature into proportions has been laid out as per             
the order in which exploration was undertaken. The scope will explore           
historic proportion theories and the series of development they went          
through up until the more contemporary systems. As well as look at            
the other areas that were impacted prior to the theory being adopted            
into architecture. It is important to note that this reflection has           
focused on only a couple of theories that are closely related. Despite            
the impact of other such discoveries around similar times unless their           
progression intertwines with the scope of this exploration, they will be           
excluded. The results of the research, as well as the change, over time,             
has been documented and used to inform the spatial programming          
and composition of the design as a rehabilitative architectural scheme          
for education and health provider facility.  
3.2| Research 
Eukleides or better known as Euclid (ca. 325 B.C.E - ca. 265 B.C.E)             
provided the first definition for the main mathematical proportion         
that is focused on during this section. Euclid defines this proportion           21

as "the division of a line in extreme and mean ratio."22 However, with             
this description not rolling off the tongue so eloquently the ancient           
Greeks shortened it to "the section.". The familiarity of this concept           22

may be coming into view now as this is a reference to the early stages               
of what is now commonly known as the golden section. The           
fundamental understanding of the section in visual and mathematical         

21 Bartel Leendert Van Der Waerden and Christian Marinus Tasibak, Encyclopedia 
Britannica, s.v. "Euclid - Greek Mathematician," , 
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Euclid-Greek-mathematician. 
22 Stephen C. Carlson, Britannica Encyclopedia, s.v. "Golden Ratio - Mathematics," 
September 27, 2018, , https://www.britannica.com/science/golden-ratio. 

terms is that a segmented line has a relationship in which the ratio of              
the shorter length to the longer length is equal to the ratio of the              
longer length to the whole.  (fig.20) 

 
Above: Golden Ratio Line Segment/ fig. 20 

Below: Golden Ratio Rectangle with Rose petal bloom spiral/ fig. 21 

 

The sections discovery came about from the age-old desire of          
philosophers to find the relationship of the "one to the many. What is             
the nature of separation or division?". The term 'golden' or 'divine'           
was only designated to the section and ratio ca. 2000 years following            23

the greeks recognition of the axiom. This prefix to the word was in             
acknowledgment of the occurrence of this concept all throughout         
nature; from animals to crystals, plants and even humans themselves.          
Due to the inexplicable appearance of the golden ratio in an array of             
areas such as nature, music astronomy and most relevant to this           
project the human proportions. It was because of this that it was            
referred to as divine, of a god or god like. 

 

23  Stephen C. Carlson, Britannica Encyclopedia, s.v. "Golden Ratio - Mathematics," 
September 27, 2018, , https://www.britannica.com/science/golden-ratio. 
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                                                                    Above: Golden Ratio as site division/ fig. 20 

Below: Golden Ratio as program arrangement/ fig. 21 
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Changes in the labeling aside, the golden section was introduced in the            
treatise Divina Proportione by mathematician Luca Pacioli       
(1445-1517) this is the earliest of its kind following Euclid’s initial           
discovery and involved Leonardo Da Vinci as the illustrator. Da Vinci           
interestingly "according to tradition coined the term sectio aurea, or          
golden section.". The golden section as stated first came about          24

through the field of mathematics, and there it stayed untouched and           
seemingly unmentioned for almost 2000 years. The next mention was          
again in the context of mathematics and absent of any further           
advances on the knowledge this was by Pacioli. As with the formalist            
movement mentioned above the axiom traversed through various        
fields of research from philosophy and mathematics to art and          
eventually architecture. Marcus Frings identifies this lengthy       
assimilation "It is not before the middle of the nineteenth century that            
the Golden Section enters architectural theory."25 Following the        
movement of the ideology as it made its way to architecture           
demonstrates the inception of theory to practice and that although          
rehabilitative process have yet to become commonplace within        
architecture, this could come to fruition in the near future. The           
architectural connection came around at a time of early Historicism          
with advances in science and scientific theories. Adolf Zeising (1810 -           
1876) not an architect by trade but an analyst concerned with the            
philosophical aesthetics and their relation to design processes. Zeising         
was one of the early thinkers to investigate proportions as a way of             
better understanding the composition and arrangement of design        
procedures. It is evident from the long delay of the golden section            25

24 Marcus Frings, "The Golden Section in Architectural Theory," Nexus Network 
Journal 4, no. 1 (2002): , doi:10.1007/s00004-001-0002-0. 
25 Marcus Frings, "The Golden Section in Architectural Theory," Nexus Network 
Journal 4, no. 1 (2002): , doi:10.1007/s00004-001-0002-0. 

progressing its way into architecture, that inquiry into historical         
methodologies had been at that stage a derelict area of study.  
Even within the title of Zeising's initial publication introducing the          
golden section into the world of architecture, he mentions the          
overlooked nature of the topic "morphological law which stayed         
hitherto unknown.".25 His claims as mentioned by Marcus Frings were          
quite astonishing to have identified a morphological law found         
throughout nature and art which would bring with it an entirely new            
theory of proportion. The gravity of Zeising's expectations for this new           
theory is best summarised by his statement that within the golden           
section:  

"is contained the fundamental principle of all formation striving         
to beauty and totality in the realm of nature and the field of the              
pictorial arts, and that it from the very first beginning was the            
highest aim and ideal of all figurations and formal relations.          
Whether cosmic or individualizing, organic or inorganic, acoustic        
or optical, which had found its most perfect realization however          
only in the human figure." 25 

 
Above: Golden Ratio Zeising’s findings/ fig. 22 
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The statement not only emphasizes the frequency of this proportion          
system within the cosmic and variability of nature but holds the           
human figure as the pinnacle of this balance and beauty. What the            
golden section stands for in the literature is directly applicable to the            
research ideals in place. An urban environment designed to universal          
proportions but with the user (human) as the keystone to the design.            
The golden section was viewed to have opened many doors          
metaphorically. The relationships of musical intervals to its        
connection of planetary movement and now offering an understanding         
of order to nature's chaos ["plays an important role in the study of             
chaos and dynamical systems." ], and has provided affirmation of the          26

human scale and lastly offering the opportunity to employ mimicry of           
not just natural but a cosmic law with the intention of a proportionate             
and thus functionally beautiful design.. Over his exploration, Zeising         
"rehabilitates the man as the crown of creation" in a time where the             27

anthropocentric design was unfavored (French rationalism, British       
empiricism eras). He realigns the balance seen within nature with the           
artistic/ architectural production of man and through the        
reconnection of humankind with the cosmos. Consequently, the        
following grows and spreads across other areas of nature and art.  
 
It is important to reiterate that at this stage most work surrounding            
the golden section remains theoretical. Adolf Zeising was first to          
introduce the concept to art and architectural literature, and although          
additions/ interpretations have been made, most arguments can be         

26 Stephen C. Carlson, Britannica Encyclopedia, s.v. "Golden Ratio - Mathematics,"            
September 27, 2018, , https://www.britannica.com/science/golden-ratio. 
27  Marcus Frings, "The Golden Section in Architectural Theory," Nexus Network 
Journal 4, no. 1 (2002): , doi:10.1007/s00004-001-0002-0. 

traced back to his theories (predominantly philosophical). However,        28

with increased interest in historicism, rare examples have been found          
of the golden sections presence in architecture. Often it has been           
based off musical intervals, past use of human proportions and the           
patterns of planetary movements during the geocentric model, with         
the practical applications of this proportion axiom have unknowingly         
already been implemented. In one of Zeising's publications, he         
documents finding two churches in Germany the Cologne Cathedral         
(fig.23) and St. Elizabeth in Marburg/Hesse .(fig.24) The publication        29

is followed by an appendix where Zeising offers advice based on his            
previously outlined aesthetic criteria for artists to use for the          
construction of the human figure and its breakdown of proportions.          
An ignition of favoring towards theories of proportions, particularly         
those linked to the human scale began around the 1940s and 1950s.28            
With the architectural practitioners Ernst Neufert and Le Corbusier         
next to take to the golden section as an architectural tool. This            
progression in the 20th Century of design and the interpretations of           
the architects mentioned above will continue into the next session. 

28  Branko Mitrovic, Philosophy for Architects (New York: Princeton Architectural 
Press, 2011), Chapter 3 
29   Marcus Frings, "The Golden Section in Architectural Theory," Nexus Network 
Journal 4, no. 1 (2002): , doi:10.1007/s00004-001-0002-0. 
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Upper Left: Cologne Cathedral Floor plan/ fig. 23 

Bottom Left: St. Elizabeth in Marburg/Hesse / fig. 24 

Upper Right: Golden Ratio in Planar shapes/ fig. 25 

 
3.3| Design Relevance 
First, a more visual understanding of the golden section its          
architectural application is necessary. The golden section although        
initially conceptualized as a line (fig.20) can also be extrapolated into           
the other dimensions as a plane or three-dimensional object. The most           
commonly referred to planar shapes are the triangle, pentagon, square          
and finally the golden rectangle which frequently the illustration of          
choice.  

 
 
Straight away the rectilinear form is extremely relevant to         
architectural space. The segmentation of the shapes always result in a           
spiral progression. The spiral is based upon the golden ratio which can            
be visually represented by the line segmentation mentioned earlier or,          
as a spiral with the relationship of phi 1.6180339... A closely related            
mathematical theory is that of the Fibonacci sequence which is useful           
in visualizing the arrangement of shapes particularly that of the          
rectangle which similarly to the golden section is also used frequently           
to convey the Fibonacci sequence visually. (fig.26) The fundamental         
explanation of the sequence is to say that it is the whole number             
expression of the golden ratio. It works in both an additive and            
multiplicative relationship with the additive aspect relating to the         
current and previous number being added equalling the next number          
in the series (i.e., a+b=c & b+c=d...). Concerning the multiplicative          
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nature of the sequence, each number approximates the previous         
number multiplied by phi or the golden ratio (i.e., c=b x phi). The             30

reasoning for this comparison is the whole number relationship of the           
fibonacci sequence is a simplified way of implementing the golden          
ratio into architectural space.. With the foresight that more         
contemporary metric systems will be more relevant to smaller scale          
architectural components such as stairs, ramps, thresholds. The role of          
the golden section was assigned to informing the spatial organization          
of the rehabilitation facility. The benefits of its inclusion result from           
the philosophical doctrine that " Beauty has traditionally been counted          
among the ultimate values, with goodness, truth, and justice.". With          
beauty often being defined by either balance, arrangement, order or in           
this case proportion. As stated in the antecedent the use of golden            
section proportion system seems only fitting to progress toward         
achieving a functional beauty for this design. Programmatic spaces for          
the rehabilitation center have been comprised of dimensions that         
reflect the whole numbers of the Fibonacci sequence and, have then           
been arranged strategically in clusters that demonstrate the golden         
ratio. The use of circulation acts within this calculated arrangement          
while offering a break in the condensed architectural layout in keeping           
with the idea of movement and activity related to rehabilitation          
processes. 

30 Scott Anthony Olsen, The Golden Section: Nature's Greatest Secret(Wooden Books, 
2006). 

 
Upper Right: Golden Rectangle with Fibonacci numbers/ fig. 26 
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4.0| Contemporary Proportion System/s 
4.1| Overview 
The review of this investigation into contemporary proportions        
follows on from the theoretical exploration of the previous section but           
moving into the differing systems that came from the original          
derivative of the golden ratio. The golden ratio remained as purely           
theoretical until the mid 20th century at which point it was           
contextualised into architectural design. This section delves into that         
contextualization through principal architects and their respective       
works such as Le Corbusier (1887-1965) and Ernst Neufert         
(1900-1986), exploring how they interpreted and applied the golden         
section as a proportion system. It is important to state that the            
increase in popularity of human and divine proportions spurred         
responses from several architects. However, for clarity and focus the          
architects discussed above will be the main feature of this section.           
Unless other progressions intertwine with the scope of this         
exploration, they will be excluded. The results of the research will be            
documented and used to inform the more detailed interactive         
components of the rehabilitative architectural facility.  
+4.2| Research 
With the arrival of the mid-twenty-first century, we began to see the            
uptake and modification of the golden section. Architects Neufert and          
Le Corbusier both took to the concept with strong intentions however           
each took differing approaches when it came to utilizing this          
primordial axiom within architecture. The resulting outcomes were Le         
Corbusier's Le Modulor and Modulor 2, as well as Ernst Neufert's           
Bauentwurfslehre (Architects' Data) "coming out to this day in endless          

editions and translations." Eighteen languages and forty-one editions        31

inexactness. To effectively digest and understand the two approaches         
covered by these architects, it is relevant first to consider their formal            
training and areas of experience. Ernst Neufert began his journey as an            
apprentice mason in 1914, the completion of this certification         
encouraged his continuation along the lines of construction with an          
additional exam in Weimar at the school of construction. It was           
following this that his path began to orient toward the iconic Bauhaus            
school of artistry at which he was one of the first students to attend.              32

Architecture at this stage had grabbed his attention, during his          
studying he held employment at the private architecture office of          
Walter Gropius and Adolf Meyer until 1921. From 1921 until 1945 was            
involved with many firms working in roles from an architect,          
commissioner of Berlin residential construction, construction      
manager, engaged in war-stricken reconstruction during which he        
released several publications. From 1945 onwards he maintained his         
work as a freelance architect was mainly concerned with the          
professorship obtained at Technical University of Darmstadt and        
eventually an emeritus professor in 1965. Aside from Neufert's         
illustrious and diverse career, the most relevant contribution to this          
research topic is the publication he released in 1936. The Architects'           
Data mentioned previously this was classified by The Bauhaus 100 as           
his most influential work this publication was in direct response to the            
work of Adolf Zeising and the golden section.32   
 

31 Marcus Frings, "The Golden Section in Architectural Theory," Nexus Network 
Journal 4, no. 1 (2002): , doi:10.1007/s00004-001-0002-0. 
 
32 "Ernst Neufert : Bauhaus100," Bauhaus 100 : Bauhaus100, , accessed October 10, 
2018, https://www.bauhaus100.de/en/past/people/friends/ernst-neufert/. 
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In the book, he mentions the golden section several times first in            
documentation and drawings this portion talks about the use of the           
golden square as a guide the sheet sizes of plans working back from a              
1m^2 and applying the golden square proportions. He credits         
Zeising's work in the segment on the universal scaling of the human            
body and also recognizes it was overlooked for too long          
"unfortunately, this work did not receive the attention it deserved          
until recently.". A foreshadowing of Le Corbusier's interpretation        33

here was also given before a series of illustrations showing Neufert's           
approach covering a variety of positions, activities, and densities of          
people within space and their respective requirements. The various         
spatial structures are all of relevance, however the most used/focused          
on for therapy are those highlighted. The three top scenarios offer           
standard dimensioning of limbs and other key heights and widths,          
both from a standing as well as seated position. The other chosen            
scenarios demonstrate side by side walking and clearance on certain          
furnishings. The next mentioning of the golden ratio is in the segment            
on building biology. Interestingly Neufert goes into detail about the          
climatic conditions of internal spaces and their impact on user comfort           
and health. The golden section proportions of 3m height, 4m width,           
and 5m length are given as a space that ventilation disturbance does            
not occur.33 The remaining areas of the book that reference this axiom            
are the dimension relationships (basis and application), and a section          
in focus of Le Corbusier's use of the axiom which will be discussed in a               
moment. What is extrapolated from both the working life of Neufert           

33 Ernst Neufert, Vincent Jones, and John Thackara, Architects Data: Ernst Neufert, 3rd 
ed. (St Albans, Herts: Granada, 1980). 
 

and his most "influential work" is the pragmatic and extremely          
technical objectiveness of his architectural nature. Spending a good         
deal of experience with the construction side of architecture as well as            
the diversity of roles and work has allowed for an equally well            
rounded and thorough guide to the detailed planning and framework          
of any building project. The golden section is not the only system used             
in respect to his informative guide but rather a combination with           
other such primordial axioms from the likes of Pythagoras as well as            
the updated editions even including the most contemporary work         
such as Le Modular. Marcus Frings speaks of Neufert's pragmatism,          
and distance from the topics covered drawing from Antique, Gothic,          
Renaissance, and Classicism of Palladio as well as his own          
"anthropometric normed measures." and later summed up the book as          
"planning in dimensions caused by function and techniques of         
production.". The qualities of the Neufert's interpretation/       34

adaptation of the primordial proportions is the consideration for the          
other alternatives. This allows for a variance in his own metric system,            
Neufert’s technical and somewhat construction weighted job history        
has come through his illustrations showing multiple specific scenarios.         
It is this thorough documentation that likens his work to the more            
modern metric handbook. The metric hand in short categorises         
ergonomic measurements for the population into percentiles to help         
inform design and development accomodating human occupation or        
use. 

34  Marcus Frings, "The Golden Section in Architectural Theory," Nexus Network 
Journal 4, no. 1 (2002): , doi:10.1007/s00004-001-0002-0. 
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Above: Neufert’s Metric system  illustrations/ fig. 28 

 
Born Charles Edouard Jeanneret- Gris or Le Corbusier as he is most            
commonly known,. Deemed by many to be the "most important          
architect of the 20th century." Le Corb was an architect, writer of            35

provocation, urban planner, painter and polemicist with widespread        

35 "Le Corbusier," OpenLearn, November 26, 2001, , accessed October 10, 2018, 
http://www.open.edu/openlearn/history-the-arts/history/heritage/le-corbusier. 

influence and a reputation just as prominent situated as a leader           
within the modernist architectural era. Introduced to the arts at a           
young age, in particular, the naturalist aesthetics of Art Nouveau he           
first began practicing in 1907 with small-scale local buildings of La           
Chaux de Fonds following the completion of his three years of study.            36

Shortly after he took to traveling exposing himself to architecture that           
would soon shape the focus of his direction in the field. Including the             
work of Andrea Palladio from the 16th-century high renaissance as          
well as ancient sites within Greece, it was here that he was introduced             
to classical proportion. Returning from his travels to work in Paris, Le            
Corb found himself under the wing of "proto-modernist" and         37

industrial architect Peter Behrens most distinguished for his AEG         
turbine factory in Berlin. Up until this point it would be fair to say that               
Le Corb’s experience came from a more expressive artistic basis          
comparative to Neufert’s outlook. In 1914-15 the first theoretical         
works of influence by Le Corb emerge as the Dom-Ino house,           
distinctive for its reinforced concrete form supported by columns in a           
way in which promoted a free plan housing system. After working           
with Amédée Ozenfant a painter and designer, Le Corbusier was          
introduced to the appreciation of the simple geometric form via the           
concept of Purism even publishing the Purist manifesto in 1918.          
Perhaps one of the most recognized of Le Corb's work was conceived            
during his "polemic avant-garde review"36 L'Esprit Nouveau. Covering        
concepts within the architectural and city planning sectors where         
opposition to nonstructural decoration and the affirmation of        
functionalism was defended. It was with Ozenfant and through         

36 "Le Corbusier," Biography.com, April 02, 2014, , accessed October 10, 2018, 
https://www.biography.com/people/le-corbusier-9376609. 
37 Rory Stott et al., "Spotlight: Peter Behrens," ArchDaily, April 14, 2018, , accessed 
October 10, 2018, https://www.archdaily.com/tag/peter-behrens. 
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L'Esprit Nouveau that Le Corb released several articles and officially          
adopted the pseudonym Le Corbusier. This was the point where the           
famous five points of architecture were developed. Considered the         
father of modernism Le Corbusier's approach and architectural work         
can be best summarised in his five points which stand to be; pillars             
supporting the structure (allowing for freedom of use underneath), a          
roof garden, an open floor plan, a facade free of ornamentation, and            
long horizontal windows independent of the structure. The structure         
of the five points reinforces the idea of Edwin Aubrey relating           
modernism to a system of rational proportions. From this point Le           
Corb’s work becomes very relevant, with the start of his move toward            
integrated proportions. The five points also illustrate a function or          
machine-like based design approach not too dissimilar from Ernst         
Neufert with a strong sense of pragmatism towards the architecture          
beginning to be displayed more frequently. The five points were          
shortly followed in 1923 by Toward a New Architecture which          
encompasses the quote that links to the overall aspiration for this           
research project "the house is a machine for living." Le Corbusier's           38

architectural language and clear relevance within this research are         
realized with the series of Villa designs of Savoye and La Roche and             
the residential complex Unite d' Habitation. Testament of his doctrine          
for efficient and machine-like living, coupled with his interpretation of          
Adolf Zeising's golden ratio theories. Before investigating the        
implementation of the section into the designs as mentioned above, it           
is pertinent first to understand how Le Corbusier interpreted Zeising's          

38 Kurt Kohlstedt, "Machines for Living In: Le Corbusier's Pivotal "Five Points of 
Architecture"," 99% Invisible, , accessed October 10, 2018, 
https://99percentinvisible.org/article/machines-living-le-cobusiers-pivotal-five-poin
ts-architecture/. 
 

theories. With the use golden section in tandem with the human body,            
Le Corb developed an independent proportion system called Le         
Modulor that earned him high praise for his innovation (fig.29). 
 

 
Above: Le Modulor Man / fig. 29 

Reiterating the fundamentals of the section, geometrically it can be  
explained as a line segmented so that the shorter length as a ratio to              
the longer length is equal to the longer length as a ratio to the whole.               
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Drawing from Architects' Data by Neufert we can gain an          
understanding of Le Corbusier's Modulor Man. First, three intervals         
are assigned to the human body, these correlate to a recognized           
golden section series in the context of the Fibonacci sequence. The           
intervals lie between the foot, solar plexus, the head and the finger on             
the overhead stretched hand. A first dimension was identified, this          
was to be the average height for Europeans at 1.75m, allegedly linked            
to detectives in English crime novels.39 However, after slight         
alteration 1.828m or 6ft was the designated value. The next          
corresponding intervals were divided as per the golden ratio 1.83 -           
1.13 - 0.69 - 0.43. Two rows of measurements were defined, the red             
ascending from the foot upwards and the blue ascending from the tip            
of the finger downwards. With the values assigned the most          
appropriate unit of measure (m, mm or ft). An alternative more           
theatrical explanation of the Modulor Man has been expressed by the           
icon magazine as follows: 
 

"It is a stylised human figure, standing proudly and         
square-shouldered, sometimes with one arm raised the mascot        
of Le Corbusier's system for re-ordering the universe. The         
Modulor was meant as a universal system of proportions. The          
ambition was vast: it was devised to reconcile maths, the          
human form, architecture, and beauty into a single form."  39

In comparison to Neufert a distinction can be made from the           
illustrations alone. On one hand Neufert displays several variations         
with multiple people and genders to demonstrate his metric system.          
Conversely Le Corbusier chose a singular man in somewhat abstract          

39 "Modulor Man by Le Corbusier - Icon Magazine," Icon Magazine: Architecture and 
Design Culture - Icon Magazine, , accessed October 10, 2018, 
https://www.iconeye.com/design/item/3815-modulor-man. 

form. This has lead to some critiques which has meant this exploration            
has not implemented his system wholeheartedly, that will be touched          
on shortly. 
4.3| Design Relevance 
Through some of Le Corbusier's most notable works including Villa          
Savoye, La Roche and the larger scale residential complex Unite d'           
Habitation The Modulor is seen contextualized. The Savoye both         
encompassing Le Corb's five principles of modernist design as well as           
reflecting the machine like layout driven by human proportion, the          
Unite d' Habitation utilizing space providing a self-sufficient        
mixed-use community building, offering shared space, incorporation       
of rooftop gardens, supported on (not so slender) pilotis.(fig.30). Most          
impressively is the reimagining of the private living quarters,         
standardizing space requirements via The Modulor concept, the units         
have been organized to span from each side of the corridor and with             
the incorporation of double height space within. The corridors are          
only required every three floors "Corbusier is capable of efficiently          
placing more units in the building and creating an interlocking system           
of residential volumes. (fig.11) 
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Above: Unite d’habitation/ fig. 30 

From the three precedents, it is the La Roche Villa that offers the most              
relevant crossover for this design research. It is the reflection of           
joining two opposing programmes, one being a bachelor's residents         
and the other a viewing gallery. Le Corbusier was set the task of             
incorporating both so that there was an encouraged and itinerant          
journey through the gallery while maintaining the private spaces of          
the residential programme. The result was achieved through cleverly         40

cordoned space but more impactful was the circulatory path that          
connected all the spaces. From choosing a ramp in one instance to            
allow a smoother transition between floors offering the opportunity to          
look around while traveling up, nooks protruding out offering view          
shafts over the double height space. As well as all component           
incorporating the Modulor concept in order to make the experience of           
the spaces as seamless as possible and allow the architecture to lead            
and to distinguish between the programs of design. 

40 "The La Roche House," Fondation Le Corbusier, , accessed October 10, 2018, 
http://www.fondationlecorbusier.fr/. 

 
Despite the impressive nature and application of Le Corbusier's         
proportion system, there is opposition to it. The drawback of such a            
system is found within the very component that makes its intentions           
so alluring, the idea of standardizing the human figure. Le Corb based            
the figure on a "healthy white male enhanced by mathematical          
proportional gimmicks." The critiques of The Modulor raises the         41

issue of inflexibility within the model, now relating this to the context            
of a rehabilitation center it is a critical component of any healthcare            
facility that it caters for all users. Regardless of ethnicity, age, gender            
or level of mobility these issues are heightened due to this being a             
facility of movement for all users and therefore just as Ernst Neufert            
and Le Corbusier took the data of Adolf Zeising and made their            
alterations, this design will do the same. With Ernst's adaptation          
allowing for more flexibility and holding similarities in concept to the           
metric handbook this pairing will serve best in catering for as many            
users as is feasible. 

                  Upper Right: Villa Savoye/ fig. 31 

41 James Stirling and Michael Wilford Fonds, "Human ALL Too Human: A Critique on 
the Modulor," Collection Centre Canadien D'Architecture, May 25, 2017. 
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                 Middle Right: Villa La Roche/ fig. 32 

           Bottom Right: Unite d’habitation/ fig. 33 
5.0| Rehabilitation 
5.1| Proportion Considerations 
With the previous two sections involving a strong sense of the           
theoretical side, it is this segment that focuses on the practical           
application of these theories within rehabilitation. Covered in this         
review is a breakdown of some key areas of study centered around            
rehabilitation with information relating to the lower body and the          
movement through the gait cycle. Existing facilities that offer similar          
aspects to this research have been looked at as well as specific therapy             
processes that can be utilized and repurposed into architectural tools.          
What is excluded from this section is any mentally induced injuries           
such as stroke that have been linked to the cause of some gait             
afflictions. These require a combination of both retraining motor         
function and additional mental regimes which this intervention does         
not cover.  

 
Gait rehabilitation has an impact on three main lower body joints the            
ankle, the knee, and the hip. Most commonly injured of the three is the              
knee according to ACC New Zealand but when one joint is injured the             
surrounding muscles, ligaments and joints are forced to compensate.         42

So when an injury occurs in any portion of the lower body not only              
will full gait rehabilitation most likely be necessary but also gait           
retraining in some cases. As mentioned this is a scheme for           
rehabilitation therapy, however, due to the opportunity for a public          
thoroughfare and the potential to improve the quality of life for the            
abled this scheme has adjusted for the requirements that a          
non-disabled user would need. In order to also improve both their gait            
but general health also. The process in initiating design interventions          
must begin with human proportions and the ranged allowance of          
various sizes and disabilities that may use the facility. Drawing from           
the metric handbook as an updated and relevant extension of Ernst           
Neufert's metrics used in combination with the suggested angles and          
clearances for beneficial therapy a set of fundamental criteria has been           
outlined. 
Illustrated below are essential requirements for the joint movements         
involved in a standard gait cycle. The knee is most crucial as it is in               
continual movement throughout the cycle and is required to hold          
weight strain and maintain stability from potential movement in all          
directions. The ankle comes next as placing a stable foot particularly           
on the uneven ground requires the ankle to be able to flex to the              
required angle for placement then facilitate the push off both in           
flexibility and strength before the rest of the cycle can continue. The            

42 Statistics on Our Claims, , accessed October 10, 2018, 
https://www.acc.co.nz/about-us/statistics/#injury-stats-nav. 
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hips work in counterbalance and stability with the common issues          
tending to be consequential due to compensation if the knee or the            
ankle are not performing correctly. Maximum knee motion ranges         
from 0 degrees when straight and upright through to a 135-degree           
flexion. This flexion is not essential for everyday function however in           
order to receive a discharge after severe knee injuries the patient must            
be able to flex to 90 degrees. This could be visualized as a simple              43

seated to stand and back to seated movement, alternatively, during          
movement, the knee is brought to a parallel angle with the floor (90             
degrees) and returned to stationary and upright. Using elements such          
as stairs and ramps allow the architecture to control the angle for            
rehabilitation, the frequency of steps and the difficulty of each step           
also. All the while the patient is in a controlled environment but able             
to travel freely. 

43 Robert M. Patek et al., Efficacy of Open Chain versus Closed Chain Knee 
Rehabilitation Exercises: A Clinical and Electromyographic Analysis, Master's thesis, 
2000 (JOSPT). 
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                                                                           Gait Rehabilitation Kinematics/ fig. 34 
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5.2| Architectural Tools 
With the requirements defined for therapy standards in regards to          
angles, the next progression is to look at how they combine with the             
metric system of human proportion to inform architectural tools that          
can be used as equipment for those exercises. Gait rehabilitation is the            
phased cycle for somebody walking or merely placing one foot after           
another. On that basis, the most literal transfer to architecture is           
looking at the circulation of the space. The connection between the           
therapy exercises and architecture is already there with small ramps          
and stairs used as training equipment within rooms and for the more            
difficult cases, supporting parallel bars are also used. Immediately the          
focus has been narrowed to circulatory tools inclusive of ramps, stairs,           
and horizontal supporting elements as an architectural tool rather         
than a fitted piece of equipment. For those uninterested, the scheme           
does involve a continuous flat path and the standard 150x280 stair           
dimensions which offer the most direct and familiar routes between          
treatment and accommodation. 
 
 
 
 
 

Upper Right: Architectural Tools/ fig. 35 
Bottom Right: Stair Variance/ fig. 36 
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5.3| Spatial Environment 
The determinant for location of the scheme and particularly that of the            
main circulatory paths is heirachly divided. The primary path runs          
through the site, Northwest to southeast down the longest direction          
and meets with the alternate axis coming east to west respectively.           
The reasoning for this decision falls down to extrapolating the most           
room to encourage circulation and at the same time the ability to gain             
connection to the existing pathways. The secondary form of         
circulation is the extension of the primary into the building. This           
integrated approach creates a more united design concept where the          
circulation is part of the building fabric and integrated with the           
internal programme layout driven by the golden ratio. The         
programme layout is also informed by a ten precedent study touched           
on shortly. In the Art and Health journal Bryan Lawson explores the            
developments made over the last couple of decades regarding success          
of health care environments.  

   
Bottom Left: Site Division/ fig. 37 

 
Upper Right: Entry one with varied paths in/ fig. 38 

 
Healing Architecture offers an indepth look into to how a healthcare           
facility can be segmented to ensure a well rounded and patient           
oriented building can be created. In total 8 areas are prioritized           
including: 

- Privacy/ Company/ Dignity - View Shafts Nature &        
Outdoors 

- Comfort/ Control                         -  Legibility of place 
- Interior appearance                     -  Facilities/ Amenities 
- Staff zoning 

Of the total eight, five of them strongly apply to the core competence             
of this design and an additional one can be added due to the unique              
nature of the research project. First View shafts, stimulation for the           
brain that differs from the internal environment offers tremendous         
benefit to receptiveness to treatment and even pain tolerance. This          
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point goes hand in hand with nature and outdoors, outdoor activity           
with access to vitamin D from the sun, natural ventilation and the            
freedom of movement comparative to usual bed rest and limited          
training is also important. Interior appearance referring to surface         
treatments and coloring for example are recognised as important but          
are not a focus of this investigation. However viewing internal          
appearance in regards to spatial arrangement , the need to ensure           
clearance for elements such as stairs and lifts plus their proximity to            
areas requiring acoustic consideration is the relevant scope of this          
research. Legibility of place is one of the most crucial elements of the             
design, this scheme promotes the encouragement of patients to         
venture out on their prescribed routine paths and to enjoy freedom of            
agency to control their rehabilitation to a certain extent. However in           
order for a successful outcome this design had to offer vantage points            
so that a legibility of not just the buildings location but an            
understanding of the paths could be achieved. Confusion caused by          
lack of legibility can lead to stress and anxiety which are not conducive             
to effective recovery. Therefore seeing the clear path ahead gives          
confidence to the patient and improves recovery. Similar to the          
scenario in fig.39. The additional rule that has been left out but is             
extremely relevant for a design such as this Is the consideration of            
entry / exit as well as movement around the site. The empowerment            
of independence and exploring outdoors as has been mentioned is          
extremely beneficial for recovering from an injury. So to ensure that           
all are catered for was of the utmost focus for this project and should              
be for any health care facility. This consideration has been actioned           
through the variety of choices leading to each entry/ building from flat            
paths and elevators to the more challenging as well as direct routes            
also. Programme has been based off a 10 precedent study of similar            

health care facilities with slight alterations dependant of whether the          
services were needed for this specialised intervention.  44

  
Upper Right: Vantage View Shaft of Primary path/ fig. 39 

 

44 Samuel Bonnet, Physical Rehabilitation Centres: Architectural Programming 
Handbook (Geneva: ICRC, 2014). 
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The Journal Of Alternative and Complementary Medicine covers an         
article called Healing spaces: Elements of Environmental Design That         
make an impact on health. Similar to Bryan Law in that this article is               
exploring the impacts on healing environments but where they differ          
and where this source becomes extremely useful is the fact that it is             
oriented toward how the environment influences behaviors, actions        
and interactions. A recurring issue mentioned in the article highlights          
a disconnect between the user and the architecture whether it be the            
patient, staff or loved ones. Often the focus is too much on the             
treatment requirements for the space and the users of the building           
become somewhat neglected. For example the patients find that the          
centralised nursing stations which can be troublesome to approach to          
enquire about ones treatment, or it can be the lack of consideration for             
space for support members to keep company, or even as far as to say              
the staff facilities are less than adequate and do not demonstrate a            
cohesive design approach. The design solution employed through        45

this research design scheme covers these issues in three ways. First           
due to the planning of all space using the golden section area sizes will              
be less restricted and optimise area/volume. With the use of a more            
decentralized scheme and a more transient approach for        
rehabilitation. Patients will spend less time waiting or dwelling in one           
area but be more active throughout the scheme. Also treatment will           
offer more focused consultative time due to less nfocus needing to be            
spent monitoring all rehab exercise in such a controlled and catered           
environment. Two although The Modulor did not progress through to          
final design, Le Corbusier’s 5 rules have with the main building           
structures supported with reinforced column set in from the facade to           

45  Marc Schweitzer, Laura Gilpin, and Susan Frampton, "Healing Spaces: Elements of 
Environmental Design That Make an Impact on Health," The Journal of Alternative and 
Complementary Medicine 10, no. 1 (2004): , doi:10.1089/1075553042245953. 

one facilitate the more open plan layout and build on the concept of             
view shafts from the previous text. 
 
5.3| Application to Criteria 
Overall the design scheme and the adherence to the information found           
has resulted in a successful response. Key therapy exercises were          
identified and designed by calculating the required angles and         
clearances needed in order to contextualise these exercises. An         
identified set of architectural tools that were employed to apply the           
therapy exercises independent of their own specific equipment. The         
physical attributes of the built environment were considered and         
capitalization of the positive while mitigating of the negative was a           
successful endeavour. Even the addition of an overlooked aspect         
within the research was realised and implemented into the design.          
Impacts the building may cause on behaviour and consequently the          
healing environment highlighted some area of concern particularly        
allowing for ample space for visitors to occupy. This was designed in            
and resolved. Precedents embodying aspects that were desirable were         
investigated, namely the 3XN architects mentioned above as their         
work centers around learning, circulation and occupation. 
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6.0| Conclusion 
 
With sporting and occupational injuries on the rise is our architecture           
working with us in best preventing and recovering from physical          
injury? The research conclude that no, our architecture is not as           
responsive or sympathetic as it could be. However, it is not all            
negative, there is a true depth of information in relevant fields           
explored through this research from going back to more ancient          
proportion systems and reinterpreting them for the modern day in an           
interactive controlled urban environment. There are increasing       
advancements that can offer exactly information to aid in the          
execution of rehabilitation exercises, not only that but we are          
constantly improving our critiques of the environments in which we          
live. The missing step is that architecture has yet to fully take            
advantage of the theory being put into practice in the surrounding           
industries. The Gait Rehabilitation Center is just one example of          
successfully identifying parallels between architectural conventions      
such as stairs and ramps, taken them from a medium of transport from             
A to B and repurposed them to act as a tool for recovery. Just as has                
been made evident from tracking several idioms through history         
which are now well known, there is a substantial delay for the uptake             
of new information in the architectural industry . But that does not            
mean change is not happening and as more explorations and iterations           
are done just as the golden section emerged almost 2000 years later.            
The opportunity for a refined healing architecture is just waiting to be            
recognised. 
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